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COMMUNICATION AND VOTER TURNOUT IN BRITAIN

After two decades in which a "limited effects" model has dominated

the study of-the mass media in politics, the tide of scholarly olAnion is

shifting, towards the elaboration of a more important, though more

differentiated, role for communication factors in the political process.

At this stage the empirical development of. this now look'' is admittedly

incomplete, for it still finds expression more often in critiques of past

work, and in the generation of hypothetical frameworks to guide future

studies, than in the production of supporting evidence. Nevertheless,

its foundations are by no moans merely speculative, and its evolution is

sufficiently advanced to suggest'that a definite turning point has now

been reached in the field of political communication research.

Many features of the "limited effects model Originating as

sot of tentative inferences in the pioneering investigation of Lazarsfeld

et al in the Presidential campaign of 1940, subs quently became reified into.

the status of virtual_laws and at times were generalized into showing little

or no effect a-tall. 1
Six major characteristics of the "limited effects"

model can be discerned. First, political communication research was

regarded as virtually coterminous with peradasion research; investigators

were chiefly concerned with associations between communication and attitudes

Underlying the direction of vote decisions.
2

Second, a reinforcement of

previous orientations was regarded as the typical consequence of exposure

to political communication's; even the so-called "mediating factors" through

which communications Operated, were regarded.as "such that they typically

render mass communications a contributory agent.'..in c. process of rein- .

forcing the existing conditions",3 Third, these reinforcing tendencies

were believed to derive' largely from a mechanism of selective exposure

whereby people "turn to the propaganda which affirms the validity and



wisdom of their. original decision.' Fourth, the model was part of an over-

all weltanschauung which put far more emphasis on the underlying stability

of the world of politics than on its flux.5 Fifth, although some.individuals

were unstable in outlook, their relative indifference to politics ensured

that they monitored few of the potentially persuasive political messages.

Finally, in many influenthl studies the conception of a communication

effect w17.s operationalizei in relatively gross terms: associationswere

examined betwee no more thin two or three variblos; samples were dicho-

tomized between "higher" and 'lower" exposed audience members; md

distinctions were rarely drawn between different individual media or

patterns of content within a given medium.

THE "MEd LOCK" IN POLITI= COLUNIC:,TICN

The "new look" in political communication research has begun to

quc,stio71 each of the traits of the "limited affects" model. First the

world of *politics no longer appcars so stable to contemporary researchers,

as it did to their predecessors. Dreyer's recent discovery of a steady

and steep downward trend across five successive Presidential elections

since 1932 in the cap-.city of party identification to predict vote

direction grphically illustrates this trnsformation. It has been

suggested that a prime source of this trend may have been the substantial

increase in the exposure oi voters through the coming of television to

short-term information flows making for greater volatility. and as

trfl.ditional p-xty ties lose their salience for more people, the potential

for mass communication influence correspondingly widens.

Second, it is no longer taken for granted that selective exposure is

the "natural" mechanism that guides much of the consumption of is media
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materials about political affairs.- 2eanalysis of past survey evidence has

shown that the extent of such selectivity was much less than had been

.supposed, while a review of experimental evidence has failed to uncover the

existence of a "general psychological preference for supportive inforation."7

The implication is that selective exposure has been downgraded to the stAtus

of a variable from its previous elevation into the dignity of a supposed

"law".

Third, a fate has partly overtaken the proposition that rein-

forcement is the dominant outcome of exposure to political communications.

It is not denied that people with strongly hold attitudes on a given topic

are likely to emerge fron communication exposure adhering to what they

previously believed at least as tenaciously as before. Rather, more weight

is now being given to the principle that when an individual's ego-involvement

in a topic is low, then his defenses against communication about it are

likely to be thin and weak. The combination of a low degree of loyalty

and yet some exposure to election communications has become a more probable

combination in the era Sr television than over before."8

Thus, fourth, the assumption that the potentially unstable citizen is

unlikely to be reached by political communications has also become more

dubious. Three different :,mples studied by the University of Leeds Centre

for Television Research have disclosed substantial proportions 4up to a

quarter of the electorate) who possessed each of four attributes: they

followed campaign communications "to help make up my mind how to vote";

they were relatively knowledgeable about politics; they viewed news and

political programs on television relatively often; and yet they disclosed

.voting patterns, whether measured in the short-term period of an election

campaign or in the longer span between campaign periods, of high volatility.



Tifth, there are some signs that ::ore sophisticated methods are :king

introduced into political comm,2.nication research. For ex ample, there is

more interest in tracing the influence of distinctive.characteristics of

specific media in the outlook of their heavy users. 1ambley and Pride have

recently listed a formidable array of television traits that lend support to

their belief that it may be "qualitatively different in its effect from

other news media. "9 Other evidence sugr:ests that the readiness of nowsparers
one and

editorially to support particular parties or candidates mn.y at/tho same time

help to sustain the :111esianc3s of readers with pr.;:viously congruent

preferences and:to undermine those of readers with originally divergent

..loyalties. 10
Some political communication researchers are once again

adopting panel designs in which communication can provide a dynamIe element,

campaii,;n c?,inxie can be isolated d effects of the local media can be

assessed. ;-21. understanding of the dynamics of change is enhanced by using

in therie longitudina7 studies more sophisticated techniques of measurement

and analysis. Gross-lag correlation procedures have loin used in an attempt

to extric-te us from the causation direction problem that arises when

associations of communicationwit2-1 other varias must be interpreters.

iore studies are resorting to multivariable procedures to extract effects

of communication from host of associated third variables. :ttempts to

specify a wider and more sensitive range of independent variables of

communication can be anticipated, including more graduated indices of

exposure, the directicn or bias of content received, and the amount,

sources, heterogeneityor homogeneity of politically relevant interpersonal

communication engaged in. the recent burst of empirical investigation

of ::.udience gratifictions, possibilities have also; arisen for injecting

measures of needs sought in political communication behavior as variables

intervening between exposure and effects.
11



Last, bi.lt by no means least, the '._ew look' has moved well beyond the

earlier ::host exclusive concern of political cmmunication research with

persuasion through attitude chanoa to a consideration of other more likely,

if often :lore subtle, (ependent v:,riables as effects. For voting behavior,

this involves a shift away from party direction as the main focus of interest

and towards such ',possible criteria of effects as:

1) Information gain.
12

2) Perceptions of the state of majority opinion in the community on

topics of current controversy.
13

3) Cognitive shifts in the perceived importance of issues - the

P:-.rticularly active research front of "agenda setting.'

4) ;,ltered perceptions of political reality (e.g. whether the U.3. is

winning the war in Vietn,,m, what it is like to be a Black -merican residing

in urban ghettos, the causes of strike behavior) .
15

5) Cognitions about the nature of one's political system or community

%

(e.g., whether it works well, its leaders are credible, etc.)
16

6) Turnout at the polls.

VOTER TT-TOUT P,E,SA2CH

Electoral turnout provides a particularly important criterion for

investigating communication effects in the spirit of the new approach. Ine

manifest function of campaining is to furnish citizens with motives for

casting a ballot and information on which to base their voting decisions.

national campaigns invariably unleash a substantially steeped-up flood of.

political messages into the homes of the media-attending public. Especially

where turnout levels tend to fall below near-universal participation rates,

or fluctuate over time, communication could be expected to exert an

influence. And in some polities there has been recent evidence of a



secular trend, in which:communication factors may be implicated, towards

1oWer turnout levels; in Britain, for example participation has declined

steadily from 84% at the 1950' General Election to.72% in 1970. Finally,

the relationship of communication to turnout has a bearing on the great

divide betWeen those authorities who regard the.mass mediaas agents of

1.7-
Jnlitical inolmnent and citizen mobilization and those who see them- as

18.
-instruments Of narcoticization and citizen apathy.-

The role of communication in turnout hap received some attention in

past research.. .PoSsibly for technical reasons,

divergent and-difficult to interpret. . In theSe

however, firdings have been

circumstancA the "limited

effects" thesis has tended to prevail - as in the recent statement of Dowse

and Hughes-that best the nature of the electoral cmpaign.does not

affect the turnout.1
9

It is true that in the 1948 Presidential election campaign Berelson*

et al found higher voting rates among respondents with 'high' rather than

'low' m amedia exposUre when prior interest the cmpaign was controlled.
20

Nevertheless, in conceptualizing the role of the campaign they referred to

a process-of 'implementation', whereby early dispositions were subsequently

translated into 'a response to the demands of society for a vote. in

_
November .

21 `leis notion derived in turn from the Lazarsfeld et al

discUssion of the impact of a campaign on voting in terms of 'activation'.

In their words, 'Political campaigns are important primarily beCause they-
.

activate latent predispositions.' The prOcess.was likened to photographic

developing, according to which the photograph exists on an:exposed negative

but does not appear until the developer acts to bring it out. 222 Of course

the ultimate implication of this view is_that full information aboUt prior

dispositions would-reduce correlations between communication anciturnout to
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near -zero lovelz.

1

cif tolevision prompted fur::her efforts to

-identify its listi_netiveimpact on voting largely with nativo

Simon and Stern reported rata from Iowa .showing that in comities with

density of holovision. nr,o turnon-4. or ,

.110 greater than .in those where television was less widely diffuse T. 2 3

howQvvr, this result merely indicated that aggregate

ti rnout was riot augmented by the addition of a new coalunicition channel to

those already in existence. Gl-ser'- 7rnnlys3s of nationel survey -data for the

1956 -nd 1960 rrosjdenLin1 elr,:tions did disclose .qoine nssooiltions bee tweet

. _
mass media use and turnout - greater for newspaper re -cling than: for television

viewing, or radio listeniir3; But it proved difficult to resolve the conflict

bcLw :i11.1 Lwo riwO. ini-)vpvc:Fni:i.ons of 'those associations: that communication

turnout; or simply that the different life-styles of voters and

24
non-votero innludcid different communication behaviors.

A more recent study by Olsen did involve a multi-variate assessment of

diverse influences on the voting rates of Indianapolis residents in the 1966

Congresional and 1964 and 1960 _Presidential elections. This showed that

eta correlations between nass media use and turnout rates in the three

elections'fell to loW and only barely significant levels (a mean correlation

of .13) when controls for agel education, degree of organizational

.participation.and relevant. political orientations (party identification and

'political interest)' were-applied. However, contacts with local party.

campaignerswere mixed .with mass media measures in the communication

expOsure index;-and.the dependent variable was not change in respondents'

-participation intentions-over a campaign periodbut.whethor in the end.they

had recalled voting or not.
25

.

Even such a brief review of the literatUre shows how difficult it is



to arrive at anything other than the ambiguous concluscn that co=nication

ray or may not affect turnout. The main obstacles to pro!:ress seem to

include: the rarity of controls for the influence of oth:x non-communi-

cation variables, despite the plausibility of the assumption that many

situational and dispositional characteristics will determine any for: of

narticipation; 11.ck Of precision in defining co'Amunication w.ri7).bles; and

a filure adcicv-tely to represent in study designs the dynamics of any

processes that might be involved in the Impact of communication dA tuinout.

INTRODUCTIOH TO A STUDY OF TIMOUT IH A =TISH LCTIOi

The 3ritish General lacction of-1970 provided the focus for a study of

"i:olitical Communication and the Young Voter" conducted by the Centre for

lcvisioi -?.esearcl, of the University of Leeds.
26

Interviews were held just

b(rfore and immedt-i.tely following the 18-day campaimi with a Eain scu..iple of

521 young adult electors (aged 18 to 24) and a control sample of 191 oldc:r

adults drawn from names on the electoral registers of the six constituencies

of the city of L::eds. In addition, those panelmembers who were still

availble were interviewed for a third time approximately eighteeen months

later. The investigtion was based on the assumption thfl.t many youth-adult

differences in political outlook a:11 behavior would be found, including an

expectation that first entrants to the electorate would prove :lore malleable

in their political views than .their elders -lad more open to influence from

campaign comunications.

Before going into other det:dls of the study, certDin differences between

Dritish and American election campaisns should be mentioned. British

campaining is formally restricted to the 13 days prior to the designated

Polling Day. In the present case, we are dealing with a snap election called

by the incumbent Labor government .only a few weeks before the outset of the



campaign; as a reSult, the first round interviews are ::ore 1:urely unaffecte(1

by campaigning than is possible in studies of more extended !.merican

elections. The Parli%mentary system entails casting a vote for a party
than

candidate in a Particular constituency rather/for the party leader; however,

the specific char-.cteristics of the local c-.nclid::tes appear to have little

effect on votin" in a General Election. lore significant is the creator

status polarization of 'the British political system plus the existence of a

moderately politicized national press system that divides the audience sharply

soci:.1 class lines. The role of television is enhanced by a saturation

of political communication during the short campaign that includes the prime-

time showing of party broadcasts on both DEC ch:;nnels and on the commercial

'2 .network simultaneously. 2
This undoubtedly makes televised political

cemnimication much harder to avoid.

The characteristics of the Leeds sarphes also contrast sharply with

comparable groups of voters in the United States. For ex%mDle, 77 vex cent

of the older adult sample had left school before the age of 16 and only 12

per cent ware still in school when they were 17. Although the younger

sample's oduc7.tion.:a level was well below th.::.t of their [.merican age cohorts,

they did reflect the national trend toward increased education in Britain.

Thirty per cent were still in school at age 17 and only 44 per cent had

dropped out before 16.

;.long with the.1948 Presidential election in the United States, the

1970 British General Election has been a focus for heated controversy

regarding the validity of public opinion polling. In each case, the winner

was shown to be behind in most polls taken even well Into the car'ipaign.

2,1though post mortems have recommended modifications of polling practice,

it is also considered that late voting shifts account for :some portion of

the apparent discrepancy.28
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It is clear that signs in Pre-campaign opinion polls of a considerable

Labor Party lead over the Co: servtives had much to do with the decision of

the then Prime Ilinister, Harold Jilson, to cll a snap election allowing

the minimum period of a month between tie cmnouncement and Polling Day.

However, the snap election strategy backfired, and the Labor 7,overnment 7r,ve

waxy to a Conservative administration under Edward Heath. Table 1 gives some

support to the interpretation th::t Labor strength eroded during the

(at least in Leeds) as evidenced by 8 and 5 per cent Labor declines in the

two samples. It is important to note, however, that Conscrvative Party

support did not increase as a result of 1,.4bor's weakness, Instead the not

direction of shift, when pre-campaiL:n vote intentions were co:11.r.recl with

Polling D',y reported votes, was awall from participation, the proportions

-bstaining having gone up from 15 to 26 per cent in the -.-oath sample end

from 9 to 19 per cent among elder adults. Inspection of panel studies

conducted in Britain since the war confirms this as an unprecedented result,

most previous research h.-.ving reported about 'Is many would-be participants

at th., start of tho c'impaign as actual voters at the end of it.
29

T7,ble 1 about here

The 10 and 11 per cent shifts in participation rates shown in Table 1

are, of course, net chnge proportions. The total amount.of movement is

better estimated in Table 2 which shows th:t 34 per cent of the young

electors and 24 per cent of the older respondents had CIT:nged (switched

parties, moved from abstention to voting, or did the reverse) during the

ic7smpaign. In both Smples mo7se than half the changes were accounted for

by a ;1-soup whom we have termed."contingent -.bstainers", those individuals

who had a pre-campaign 'intention but failed to vote on Polling Day.

Table 2 about here
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STUDY DESIGN

The study's panel design made it possible to classify-variables in terms
.

of timedimension refationships. The key criterion for our analysis,

out, was divided into two different dependent varibles, depending on a

comparison of the respondents' participation intentions at the outset of the

c-Impaign with their voting behavior on'oiling Day. One of these .involved

the distinction, among pre-c'mpaign intenders, between those electors who

subsequently did and did not vote.3° Because of the 1.arge number of

continent abstainers in the samples and. the lack of attention paid to dis-

integrating.voting'intentions in previous research, the first and moSt -
were

intensive analyses were devoted_ to this criterion. The rsults/then compared

with those that emerged when 'late decision', that is movement from lack of

a pre-campaign party prference to -a. Polling Day vote, was treated as an

alternative measure of the incidence of the Campaign on turnout. Here the ----

dependent variable rested on the distinction, among pre-cmpaign "don't

knowls" and "won't voters ", between those respondents who ultimately voted

or did not. vote. analyses were performed for the first-time young

.eloCtors; the .number6 .n.vailable meant that in the- older adult sample only

. a contingent abstention analysis could be conduCted.

The analytic separation of respondents between those with and without

voting intentions is analogous-to the distinction made in cognitive

consistency theory between the states of post-decisional dissonance and pre-

decisional conflict. It also implies that to some extent the-derresponding

voting and abstaining groups which they produce on Polling Day should differ

in various antecedent characteristics and behaviOrs; for example, contingent

abstainers should differ from consistent abstainers and late deciders should

differ from consistent voters. Table 3 shows data relevant to this

suppoSition. While the two groups of Polling Day non-voters are similar on
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many characteristics, the contingent abstainers, asCicontrasted'to the

consistent abstainers, were more likely to come from working-class back-

grounds, to be male, to have stronger political dispositions, and to show

higher levels of macs media and interpersonal communication.bhavior

the_campaign. deciders, as contrasted to those having-made their

decisionS prior to the Campaign., were more likely to be occupationally

mobile, unmarried, less highly politicized and more dependent' upon friends

as sources of information during the campaign. In short, there was some

e:xtornal evidence to justify separate analyses of voter turnout distinguished

by pre-campaign intention. To put it another way, since contingent

abstainers, for example, really did differ from consistent abstainers at the

of the campaign, it became meaningful to enquire in further analysis

a) why their original voting intentions had disintegrated and b) whether

campaign communication factors had played any part in this.

Table 3 about here

To answer such questions, a number of independent variables that might

have influenced turnout had to be built into the analysis. These were-also

ordered by time sequence differences. Thus a broad distinction was drawn

between pre-campaign measures, the backgroUnd and situational factors, and

the °usual".attitudes and behaviors, that the person brings to the election;

campaign ez.posures, how the individual followed: the. election in mass media

and interpersonal channels; and post-election 'reactions to the campaign in

various respects.

The choice of individual predictor variables was based on four criteria:

previous research had shown them to. be related to political participation

(e.g. stratification variables and various political dispositions); they

represented potentially important differences in the-situations occupied

specifically by young people (e.g. marital status, politicization of the
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parental home); they measured exposure to various sources of communiCation

about the-eampaign;.or they stood -for more specific orientations to party

conflict. A total of. 40. predictor. variables was selected by these criteriat

of which 28 were classified 'as pre-campaign factors and the remainder were

evenly divided .betWeen campaign exposure and post-election reaction measures.

Since our interest was in estimating the relative importance of types of

variables rather than in the predictive powers_of any individual variable,

the 40 items were finally. subsumed under 12 more. general classes, which are

specified below, (The letters and numbers beside the category headings

correspond to designations used in.all-subseqUent tables of this paper.

Details of how each of the individual variables was measured are presented

in the Appendix.)

Pre-campaign Measures

A.) Parental characteristics

B1) Stratification variables

B2) Other structural variables

C1) Political system dispositions - knowledge; interest; duty to vote;
caring. ;bout election outcome and
eight other attitude items.

interest. in politics; Liming a party
preference.

own occupation; father's occupation;
school-leaving age,

sex; marital-status; age.

C2) Party orientations .attitudes to own.party; to own party
leader.

_C3). Issue salience - importance of issues in three different
clustered areas.

C4) Customary media behaviors

D.) Cross-pressure variableS31'

frequency of television viewing;
newspaper reading;

reading of opposition newspaper,
political contacts with supporters of
opposing party; living in constituency
with predominance of 'opposing party.



Cammign Exposure Measures

El) Mass media exposure - number of party broadcasts seen; TV
news viewing during campaign; amount
of election news reading in the press.

E2) Interpersonal discussion - frequency of campaign discussion with:
friends; family members; others.

Measures of Post-Election Reaction

F.) Campaign cbange in.issue - prices; taxes; standard of living.
salience

G.) Other post-election assess- evaluations of specific features of
ments I the campaign (' campaign reaction .,

score'); noticing campaign promises
by the winning party; perceived
strength of the economy.

A zero-order correlation matrix of the associations in the youth sample

between these predictors and the retention or dissolution of original voting

intentions confirMed the need- to base the-analyais on multivariate

procedures. Nearly n half of the 40 independent variables produced

statistically significant correlationsvith turnout.. Some-moderately high-.

intereorreltions among some of the predictor variables themselves also

called for multiple controls... It was- decided, therefore that-the direct

and independent contribution to turnout of each of-the predictorarinbles,

and of the classes into which they had been grouped, should be assessed by

means of a multiple linear. regres:Aon.analysis.

This decision:entailed a number of troublesome aasumptions. One is

that of continuous distribution underlying the variable being measured.'

The criterion variable here, voter turnout, is measured as a dichotomy.

That is the person either voted or failed to vote in the 1970 election. It

may be argued that the linear assumption of the regression model refers .to

an underlying propensity and hence to the conceptual definition of the

dependent variable rather than to its measurement. ThuS, a tendency to vote

rather than abstain could still be, thought of as a continuum on the
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conceptual plane. It is true, that the AID .(automatic interaction detector)

approach, which. was designed especially to work with dichotomous categories

of variables and their interactions, .could have been adopted as aft

. alternative; but it has features which disqualified it for use in this case.3
2

It functions on thee- principle of maximising prediction among a given number

of factors, without concern-for the operation.of particular sets of inde-

pendent variables; this Would have been at odds with our specific interest

in understanding the role of communication influences per se. It also

-applies an iterative procedure, which extracts all variance from the

. strongest predictor and then selects subsequent predictorsfrom the residual

variance, whereas_ our goal required simultaneous rather than sequential

control techniques.

A second assumption of regression analysis is that all relationships,

are linear and that -no interaction effects have been generated the joint

'operation of two or more.predictor variables. To the extent that the

.
. .

'.7egression model ea- account for substantial proportions of variance (as.

Shown in data below), the extra variance likely to stem-from'interactions

may be considered. negligible: In any case the regression analyses presented

here should_be reg.:rded as provisional linear estimates; more precise

interactien. effects Will be ex=ined in future cross-tabular analyses of

two and three predictor variables in their relations to voter turnout.

A final assumption of concern is that of independence among the

.predictor variables. When.thore are high inter-cOrrelations among a

combination of predictor variables, a condition of multiDollincarity occurs

in which the estimate of the variance accounted. for by any one of the

_variables involVed maTprove unreliable. This difficulty can be. dealt_wit'd

either-by combining the inter- correlated variables, into a singleindex or

by treating them as a block 'or group in the analysis.33 .The latter course

h:s been followed here. Were such correlations to be found across blocks
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(say, between a communication and a po7...tical predisposition variable)

serious problem would arise. Fortimately, all cross -group correlations in

our analysis fell well within acceptable limits. The lone with:th-group

correlation of sizeable magnitude appeared in the set of tratLfication

variables, where occupational status was highly correlated with school-

leving age. These should be consi,lored as a counon status va;.-iable, nd

no attention should be paid in the results to which one contributes to ti:e

turnout variance and which disaiDpears.,

Our regression an7lyses were solely designed to estimate the inde-

pendent power of a given variable to predict voter turnout directly. From

the standpoint of communication theory,' however, we were Also interested in

devr3loping --J1 understanding of indirect 'oaths to turnout - such as the

factors that give rise to those communication behaviors tht may in turn

,

affect voting rates, or the way in which communication behaviors may lead

to other consequences which have a direct connection to turnout. Such

indirect paths were examined by conducting a further series of regression

_nlyses centering on all variables found to have sizeable direct paths to

turnout. The implied time order sequencing of our predictor variables,

starting with earlier parental influences and ending with campaign reactions,

allowed some systematization of our approach. '.1e began with the direct

path latest in the time order and used all logically prior variables as

predictors. ',de then worked our way back through the model attempting to

identify the antecedents of all key variables. Standardized regression

coefficients (beta weights) were used to index the resultant paths.

TURNOUT rTGRESSION ANALYSES: YOUNG PRE-CAMPAIGN VC/IL INTEND22S

The first regression analyses of the study sought to explore the sources

of contingent abstention in the youth sample. The dependent variable dis-
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tinguished among original vote intenders-betWcen those who had eventually

voted and those who had abstained. The numbers available in the sample.

permitted separate analyses to be perfOrmed for original Labor and

Conservative supporters, respectivelyi- thereby allowing for the possibility

that different influences had .played on young voters depending on their

Party of initial preference. The function of the regression analyses is to

show the association of each predictor variable-with turnout when the

.

effectS'of the 39 other predictors are removed. The results are expressed

v.

in Table 4 2S proportions of the variance.accounted-forby each ,variable

singly and by'the classes of variables into which they were Grouped.

Table 4 about here

The inclusion of 40 predictor variables in a regression analysis

obviously increases the likelihood th(it chance alone would have produced

a rubstantial prediction of our turnout criterion. For that reason it was

important to test the:resUlts against chance. The total proportions, of

variance accounted-for (43 per cent for LabOr and 77 per cent for

ConservrAtive young adults) were well in excess of chance in each case.
34

Ou- first concern in examining the detailed regression results shown

in Table 4 was to see whether the communication variables used as predictors

would disappear when other factors were controlled. It is apparent that

they did not disappear. -The amount of exposure to-Certain sources of

political communication seemingly acted, independently of other influences,

to promote young voter turnout and/or reduce abstention, among party.

identifiers.

. When in Table 5 we treat as a bloCk all ten variabl68 in the.analysis

that measured some form of communication behavior (including customary

media use and communication cross-pressures as Well as variables of

exposure to the. campaign through mass media and inter-- personal 'sources);
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we find that the total variance accounted for (13 per cent for Labor and
0

28 per cent for Conservative's,' both.statistically significant at the .01

level) is on average well above that of the other 30 non-communication

measures. Although on this reckoning a quarter of the variables are

relevant to communication, they account for betWeen a third and two fifths

of the explanatory power of all 40'predictors in the two samples.

Table 5 about here-

The relative power of communication: factors appears yet more impressive

when we consider some of the other variables in the analysis that did not

predict voter turnout. Although attitudes toward the two majOr political

parties and the images of their leaders were both highly related to

direction of vote at both the pre-caMpaign and post-election interviews,

these variables did not seem to produce the. behavioral result of actually

going to the polls. Similarly, the respondent's having grown up in a

political or non-political home seems to have had little impact on turnout.

Age, marital status and sex also seem to be relatively unimportant factors.

o far as sex was concerned it is worth noting, however, tht somewhat

more of the contingent abs%iners were men. -although this may have-been a

signify.some diminution of 8ex-role relatedchance result, it could also

behavior among young people.

Reflecting Britain's status-polarized political systeml the Labor and

.Conservative direction of voting intention was rather strongly related.to

the 'stratification variables used in the analysis (father's and own

occupation, school-leaving age). Thef3u variables, however, played a

different role in identifying the contingent abstainers, the. three measures

accounting. for 17 per cent of the Conservative turnout variance but only

three per cent among the Labor intenders. Erosion of the Conservative vote

came heavily at the bottom of its status distribution-whereas Labor's turn-

out problem was more evenly distributed. Thus, the direct impact of
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stratification was mixed and certainly did not eliminate the communication

variables Then introduced as controls.

:lhereas the specific partisan political attitudes added little. U0 oil

understanding of "post-decision" .young elector turnout, the more general

political system dispositions appeared to playa much greater part.

Political knowledge and interest, a feeling of an obligation to vote and

caring about the election all were associated with turnout on Polling Day, .

For youn people at least, electoral turnout seems to represent a quite

different type of behavior from voting choice even when the hard -core

consistent abstainers have been excluded from consideration. Directionseems

to be more a matter of specific ties to a particular party,

while turnout is much more a function of diffuse attachment to the political

system.

Up to this point we have established that the ten communication

variables considered- as a block have a direct and sizeable connection with

voter turnout; however, we have not .considered the role of the communication

mesures taken individually. In the zero-cv:sder correlational .:malyses

conducted before turning to multivariate procedures, all ten communication

variables had produced statistically significant associations with turnout

for at-least one party. The regression results, however, present a more

selective and differentiated picture.' Campaign exposure variables (Ela-c
F'

and .2a-c) .7:ccount for considerably more varimce thanYclampaign

communication behaviors KC4a, C4b);.interpersonal communication assumes a

greater direct role than do mass Media measures, %lthough the latter showr

some influence; and L:,bor turnout was predicted by a rather different sub-

set of communication variables than was Conservative turnout..

One outstanding-feature of the analysis is its emphasis on frequency

of political discussion in the respondent1S fabily-as the mist effective
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prop to participation anon,: communication factorc and as one of the two

nost powerful predictors among the total set of 40 variables. The primacy

of family discussion implies, not only that i t_erpersonril t,omnurirnfinn

more influential than mass communication, but also tht it is more likrly

to provide an effective stimulus when comnunication takes place within a

relatively homogeneous family circle (although alternative explanations of

its superiority Lay also iced to be entertained).

Despite the prominence of interpersonal communic:tion, mass media

valiables also had sone effect on turnout. The original. Conservative

supporters, for example, were exceptionally vulnerable to the detaching

influence of wht me have called "press cross-pressures" (D1). This

variable vas indexed by a conflict between the respondent's original vote

inti:ntion editori-,1 line followed by his norning newspaper. ,:ct this

point, it is not clear whether the process underlying this apparent source

of influence was "agenda setting" - the content salience of a particular

set of issues - or some more direct form of persuasion through attitude

change. Of course, it may also reflect the vote-sustaining influence of

reading consonant newspaper by those eventually going to the polls. Ifhat-

ever the process, it apllears that press cross-pressures did not affect young

Labor supporters. Thr, iossible reasons for this will be discussed 1:ter.

Mble 4 .also indicates a very substantial difference in the orijlis of

voter turnout between the supporters of the two major political _:sties.

'Mile almost three-fourths of the variance, accounted for in ConserVative

turnout could be attributed to pre-campaign variables (A,B,C,D), Labor

turnout was much more a function of the cani)aign itself with half the

attributable variance going to forces exerting influence after the start of

the election contest. -s indicated especially by levels of post-election

assessments (G), this meant that a sizeable number of young Labor intenders,

having registered uniquely unfavorable impressions of the campaign,
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eventually failed to vote on Poring ()ay. In fact their cam:2.aign

evaluations were not only more critical than those of the consistent Labor

voters and of the consistent and contingent Conservatives; they wort; ,ftrun

more nerfative than those of the consistent abstainers. 'fe Will

significanae of this point further in the disci ion soetion of this 71aror.

But overall the results validate the original decision to look at inflvencc

on turnout in sel,arate rarty sub-zrou7s. , greater .2art of ( onsovv7.tive

al)stention could have been rredicted in advance from knowledge of the

sample members' pre-camrai;7. situ.tions Ina aisr.osifions; Lat.,or su:::orters

were more affected by wh7A, to some of them at least, had roved to be a

disenchanting e-nraign.

TURNOUT P;ITII T T. LY. :S :.1,10NG YOUNG

Our regression analyses sought to identify direct links between various

groups of predictor variables and the criterion of electoral turnout. The

puri:ose of our subsequent path analyses was to .develop a tentative extension

of so connections into a more elaborate causal network of various

indirect paths to turnout. -.1though there is an 'amost infinite number of

ilausible causal sequences that could operate amonc the variables, we were

fortunate in being able to reduce them to more manageable Irorortions by

again ordering them in time - sequence terms.

In each party sub-sample, regression analyses were performed on eight

vnriables at three logical time points preceding the final turnout criterion.

The diagram below illustrates the sequence 11.7.t was followed from right to

left. First, all larental and structural variables in the analysis, (;LIB)

were regressed on three dispositional variables that had predicted turnout

directly (C19, raid Cld); then the dispositional mer.,.sures were placed as

predictors with the parental and structural variables and regressed onthree
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different forms of exposure to the caMpaign Ell) and 132e); .and finally

all the above variables were regressed on two different measures of campa-i.gn.

assessment ( G1 Jand G3 ) that had been

developments.'

.:L11 parental

and structural
.variables

Duty to vote

Political
knowledge

Caring about
the election
outcome

implicated in the sample's turnout

Party election
broadcasts seen

Family discussion

aection news-
reading in the. press

Campaign
.

Reaction rz001-0

:".ssessment of

the str;:ngth
of the
economy

Luiuoiit

To index the strength of connection between two varibles, standardized

regression or path coefficients (beta weights) wore used. :a-though mnny of

the results were statistically eignificant at the .05 level, they were often

Of lower.magnitudethan would be required to make strong causal statements

:bout the raths involved. Several reasons could account for this: some

measures may have .been less powerful than. they could have been; individual

varibles have not been combined to: strengthen associations (e.g. the three

str:.;I:ifien,tion measures might have been merged Into one index) ; or young

people in the process of change may in fact be subject to a diverse array

of only Moderately strong influences rather than to a sill number of more

potent ones.

Provisional path models for. the Labor and Conservative sub-samples

presented in Figures 1 and 2. Lines of connection h.-.ve been drawn where

the path coefficients reached .15, but a few exceptiOns to this threshold

are included for substantive interest.' The results best, described by

working our way chronologically" through the. models, commenting- on.the

. paths stemming from each set of variables of iMportance.

Figures 1 and 2 about here

The parental political characteristics that had only negligible

direct connections with turnout reveal indirect paths such that high
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parental interest leads to both caring about the election outcome and to

family discussion. Both of these dispositions are associated in turn with

higher turnout.

The stratification variables, already shown to .havo i direct path, to

Conservative turnout, also reveal indirect paths to political knowledge

levels and caring about the election outcome in both parties. It is

interesting to. note, however, that no indirect path connected the

stratification variables with any of the campaign.exposUre measures.

that sense the campaign communication effects on young elector turnout could

be said to have been "democratically" based.

:anon; other structural variables, age is involved in the analysis

largely_through its connection with political knowledge in both sub -samples

-and, among Conservatives, in the fact that older respondents cared more

about the election and felt a greater obligation to vote. Sex is interesting

here for its connection with two seemingly contradictory paths; males are

more likely to be politically knowledgeable, which encourages turnout, but

are less likely to feel a duty to vote, which makes voting less likely.

The chief indirect effect of marital status arises from the fact -that the

married respondents had entered into family discussionsabout the election

more often than did the single respondents.

All three political system dispositions had provided at least

moderate direct paths to voting. In terms of indirect paths, politicul

knowledge encouraged party broadcast viewing, which in turn facilitated

-voting especially among the young labor supporters. mong the -young

Conserv7.tives, the better informed were. also inclined to discuss the olection

more often with other family members. Caring about the election was also

an indirect source of campaign communication effects on votinF, being

associated with party.broadcast.viewing in the pLabor .sub-sample and _with

family discussion among the Conservatives. Duty to vote, however, is an



interestingly-iSolated dispositional variable. It is neither predicted by

antecedent variables nor predicts any consequent variables. Its-effect,

then, is direct, and its Sources remain an intriguing-area for future

investigation.

:,1though frequency of family discussion was associated with more positive

assessments of the campaign among the young Conservatives there 'vier° no

indirect paths from the communication variables to post-election reactions

in the wucial Labor sub-sample where such assessments had been related to

turnout. In _fact, two features of these eValuations are exceptionally

interesting. First;, our so-called "campaign -reaction score" measure was

strikingly unassociated with most o.ther.variableS. in the analysis. The

regression of 19 prior variables on campaign reaction scores managed to

explain only 13. per cent of Labor and 15 per cent of Conserv7.tive V:1riance.

The circumstances which helped to determine the amount of expos=ure to campaign

communications, then,' were remarkably unconnected with judgments of how

vaIuble the campaign had been.- But second, the path analyses show that

in both sub-samples it was actually the more knowledgeable respondents who

had produced the more critical campaign reaction scores. we have already.

seen, among the original Labor supporters, these negative assessments had

led in turn to abstention from voting.

vOUNG VOTER VS. OLDER ADULT TURNOUT CONP:.RISON: PRE-C-11PAIGN INTENDERS

turnout analyses. up to this point have dealt solely with first-time

electorsUn6:er-age 25 who had indicated a party preference in the pre-

campaign itepview. From these data; alone, we have no way of estimating the

extent to which the findings are a) a function of ybuth or b) confined in

application to the post-decision situation. External validity requires a

comparison with older adults and with those who were undecided about party.



in the first round of interviews. Sample size restricts our ability to do

this with only 161 adults with pre - campaign party intent and only 76 young

and..15 older adults with no such intent. The small number cf older

respondents prevents analysis within the-two major political parties; how-

ever we can make the necessary age comparisons by combining'the pre-election

. adherents of the two major parties. The outcomes of the resulting "mixed"

regression .analyses of contingent abstention for the two age samples are

presented in Table 6.

The merging of the partygroups in the young adult sample produced a

sharp decline in .the predictive power of-our 40' variables. The 36 per

cent of the total variance accounted for is less than the explanatory

power of these same variables for each party sub-s:mPle examined ,separately. .

This confirms that pre-campaign party preference was itself a source. of

varinnce in the combined analysis that is removed. when Labor and Conservative

intenders are separated. It is another indication of. the inference made

earlier that somewhat different forces acted on the supporters Of the two

parties in affecting turnout. The decline. was. particularly noticeable for

the stratification measures.

Table 6 about here

Table 6 provides a sOmewhat'equivocal answer to the question of whether

the importance of communication for young elector turnout would be

replicated among older voters. Campaign exposure explained.ten per cent of.

the variAnce in the. merged young elector sample and four per cent in its

older adult equivalent. For all ten communication variables, these figures

rose to 14 percent and five per cent, respectively a level that was

certainly not statistically significant in the adult case. It is not

possible completely to dismiss the relevance-of communication to the turn-

out of established voters on the basis of these data, however, since some

part of its impact may have been suppressed by the necessary merging of
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prior party differences in a combined. sample. Nevertle6s, comMunication

Was clearly less important for the electoral.partiCipation of older voters

than for those coming on to the voting register for the first time, an

outcome that is consistent with the investigation's original hypothesis

about the greater susceptibility of young people to influence from campaign

comunication sources.

Two other age differences of some interust are evident in Table 6.

'irst, tho relative importance of partisan and Ijolitical system dispositions

is reversed such that specific Party attitudes account for much more

of the variance in turnout among the older adults; we have already seen

-that the more general political system dispositons were very important for

young adults in centrast to the negligible role of partisan concerns',
. .

Second, the' non-stratification group of structural.variables.proved

relatively-important. in the older adult anTaysisi whereas they were of

little significance in the younger group. In fact, much of the. difference

was clue to maritnl status; in the older sample the widowed, divorced. and

Single respondents were much less likely to vote than-the married.

TURNOUT REGRESSIOP -EALYSIS: YOUNG PRE-C. alP,.IGN NON-INCENDERS

Perhaps themost striking result of the analysis of young voters

without a party preference at the start of the campaign is that their turn-

out on Polling Day was much better predicted than was that of the pre-

campaign intenders. -s shown in Table 7, about three fourths of the non-

intenders' turnout variance was accounted for by the 37 predictor variablos

coMmon to the two regression analyses; this compares with a figure of less

than h:af that amount Tor those electors who had already chosen a party at

-the-time of the first interview. Stated another way, we were more success-

ful in measuring how "pre-decision conflict' had been resolved than we were :
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in explaining "post-decisional 'dissonance".

. Table 7 about here

The previous finding of strong communication influencPes on young vote

intenders is clearly replicated for. the non-intenders in .Table 7. The

eight communication variables relevant to this group cross-pressures

having been omitted from the.analysiS for respondents without a:prior party

loyalty) accounted for a similar amount of the total variance: 14 per cent,

However, involvement in interpersonal discussion of the election mattered

less to the late deciders than to the contingent abstainers, while exposure

tb c-mpaign-communications in the mass media (especially in the press ,rand

to a lesser extent via televized party broadcasts) proved more

Insofar as interpersonal communication assumed a role in late decision, it

centered more on discussion with friends than.with family members. It is

also interesting to find sone confirmation in Table 7 of the importance of

.evalm.tions of. the campaign itself in prompting .electoral'particiTltion.:'

JuSt as critical reactions to the cmpaign had distinguished contingent,

Labor abstainers from consistent party supporters, so too were more favor-

able assessments associated with the ultimate readiness of some previously

undecided electors to vote.

The bia,;est difference between the regression analyses for original

intenderS .J.nd non-intenders arises from the remarkably powerful effect of:

various political system dispositions on the latter group, accounting in

all for 39 per,cent the variance. Three individual measures stand out

here: a feelinr; that the 18-year-old vote would make politicians pay more

attention to young people (a variable unimport-mt in the contingent

abstention analysis); an interest in politics; .-Lnd caring about the outcome

of the election. It may be important to note that political knowledge is

no longer an effective predictor in this analysis, suggesting that moti-

vation rather than cognitive competence is n key element in the behavior of
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late deciding young voters. T)espitethe dominance of these general

'orientations, however, Table also shows that party variables (chiefly

differences in assessing the party leaders) predicted turnout among the

initially undecided bore strongly than among those with a pre-c-mpaign

preference. .1 final area of difference from the: vote intender nn-ly.:31s

the virtually complete elimination of stratification T.nd other structural

vari-.tiles as factors in predicting-turnout directly.. It (.1.uom8 that late

decision among. previously uncommitted voters is not organised along

traditional stratification or role-determined lines.

DISCUSSION

'vfhat conclusions may be reached from this study about therole of

communication factors in voter turnout in the 1970 British General Election?

It is clear that communication variables bulked large in the main'

sample 7,AT7.1ysis of young first -time electors. Both interpersonal and mass

communication influences had independently affected turnout when many other

possible contaminating or confounding variables had been controlled. In

the analysis of those young voters with a definite party preference at the

start of the campaignr-communication measures took up 13 per cent Of the

total variance for the turnout of original Labor su1porters and 28 iper cent

of that for original. Conservatives. :among young electors without an

initial party preference, communication factors also amounted to 14 per

cent of the total. In fact the strength of communication variables in

predicting turnout compared favourably with that of all other types of

independent variables included in'the investigation, being definitely

exceeded only by measures of prior dispositions in the late decision

analysis of young voters.
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The inference to be drawn here is important in'view of the insig-

.. nificant part typically allotted to communication by the "limited effects"

model: When election participatien behaviors.are examined dynamically,

and especially, for individuals eligible to vote for the first time,

communication matters just as much at anything else does. :!hat is more, it

matters beyond what would be ascribed to it if it was merely involved in

.
activating prior leanings and sentiments, whether rooted in social or

psychological origins. This is not the place for a detailed analysis of

where .the "JMited effects" model went wrong, but from other evidence at

our disposal we suspect. that it exaggerated a) in general the homogeneity

of the woi-?.d of political influences, communication and extra-communication,

that play on the typical citizen and b) more specifically the -mount of

selective exposure in which most people engage-in order to reinforce their

previous leanings.

In addition, however, the role of communication factors proved.more

complex than any singlO image of how they might be related to turnout could

adequately convey. From this point of view an important lesson of the

study is the need in communication research to identify and differentiate

the several different processes that may simultaneously impinge on'a .

dependent variable outcome. This need for 'iscrimination may be illustrated

by elaborating further conclusions of the analysis at three different levels.

One level concerns the- group characteristics of the particular

individuals who may be exposed to political messages. ;xcording to our:

evidence communication factors worked differently among young Conservative

and Labor supporters, only the former having proved vulnerable to "press

cross-pressures", while only the latter were apparently guided by their

subjective reactions to the quality of the campaign. The complex of

communic:.tion influences varied yet again according to whether the group

under scrutinT.had been in a pre-decisional or post-decisional frame of
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Mind at the time of the pre-campaign interview, the former having responded. .

more positively to the mobilizing influence of mass media sources and the

latter to the-participation-sustaining impact of family discussion (perhaps'

because only in the latter case was it logically possible for the family's-

party leanings to be congruent with the young voter's prior preference).. In

addition, the extent of communication influence varied as between. members of

the main Youth sample and the adult controls, proving far more powerful in

the former case.

This last result was to some extent .expected. It may reflect certain

features of the political. outlook of. young people - -such as their relatively

weak partisan sentiments and a loose internal structuring of their various

political beliefs - which may stem in.turn.from such external factors in

their situations as exposure to a diverse array of Socialization agencies

in preadult years and the recency and incompleteness of their ocCurancy of

more adult statuses %nd roles. Even so the result may not be totally, lacking

in relevance for communication to older adults. As-occupational and geo-

unphical mobility become more common, rates of social change accelerate,

and public information flows increase, more and more adults may find them-

selves in circumstances not entirely dissimilar from those th:7.t made

communiction effects on yoUng voters possible in the 1970 British General

Election.

A second level whore the study 'findings underline a need for

discrimination concerns the direct impact.of communication on turnout.

Here we h:-.ve been compelled to draw a distinction between three types of

communication influence that, may be exerted in 7: given situation. One form

of such influence is directly quantitative; it manifests itself in a "more-

the-more" rel7Itionship, with higher exposure rates independently producing

higher turnout races. Particul7rly interesting in this connection, perhaps,

was .6he powerful effect of political discussion inside the f'Imily circles
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of'the young original vote intenders. Yet even here amass medium like

.television did not.pale into insignificance, for it also trnnspired that in

this group party broAcast viewing 72.1d frequency. of family discussion were

quite closely associated with each other (the beta weights connecting these

variables were .20 and .26 in the Labor and Conservative sub-samples,

respectively). The impression conveyed is thnttelevision i6 7, medium which,

because of its eosentially domestic character, cnn injectsinto the home

environment materials that may. be taken up for further comment - presumably

with consequences for sustaining political participation afterwards.

Another form of communication. influence may be termed relational; it.

stems from congruent and incongruent relationships between the party leaning.

of .an ihdividual and that which is inherent in one of his regularly

received sources cf messages. According to our .evidence this highlights a

sense in which a pavty-aligned press may be politically imp:,rtant:- it

.helps to hold firm thwe individuals whose p-rty preferences were initially

consistent-with its point-of view and to loosen the loyalties of those who

originally diverged from its line. But why did the detaching influence of

re'.ding the opposition press make itself felt .only among our young

Conservative respondents? A likely explanation emerged when it was found

th-t subjection to press cross-pressures was positively and moderately

rel.:,ted to political knowledge in the Labor sub-group and inversely and

powerfully related to information levels among the young Conservatives. In

other words, the looser articulation of the political outlook c.e the average

Tory reader of a Labor. newspper, as indexed by his limited stock of

political information, made him exceptionally vulnerable to influence.

Contrariwise, being better informed, the typical .Labor reader of.

Conservative paper's could also draw on stronger internal defences against

their onslaughts on his convictions.
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Perhalm the most novel and intri;7uing form of communication influence

represented in our findings was cualitative in character - as shown by the

fact th-.-tunfavorable °camplign reaction scoresn'h-A been significantly

and independently associated with the eventual abstention of original young

Labor supporters and that favorable ones had accoMpanied the conversion of

some would-be-abstainers into Polling Day voters. This. suggests that at

election time some voters may not only be receiving the discrete bits of-

information about issues, policies and cndidates that happen 'to come-their

way; at the same time they:may also be forming, sustaining or modifying

impressions of politicianS in-their roles as-campaigners and of the campaign'

itself as a typical example of the country's political processes:

Obviously such perceptions may vary in favorability, and at some point the

creation of a positive or negative impression may strengthen or weaken the

individual's inclination to vote. The fact that it was the better

informed youth sample members who were more critical. of Britishritish politicians'

conduct of the 1970 campaign is noteworthy in this connection. 7:Pb has

often been suggested, but rarely demonstrated, that, in addition to the more

typical band of apathetic abstainers, there might be some citizens who will

have taken a quite deliberate, and as it were informed, decision not to

vote. In the Lueds. youth sample of 1970 such an- element:appirently began to

make its presence felt.

Interpret ation of this point is additionally complicated by the fact

that only Laborsranks of would-be supporters were thinned by unfavorable

qualitative reactions to the campaign. fe are not in a position to point

to any particular feature of Labor propaganda, say, that could have

provoked this result. Nevertheless, we were concerned to test further the

related assumptions a) that some original Labor supporters eventually

became disenohanted with the 1970 campaign and b) that they might well have

voted if such disenchantment had not intervened.
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The eVidenee in Table. 8 is relevant to the first of these propositions.

.

We reasoned ti:t the disenchantment of the Labor contingent ..bstainers

should have been reflected in declining rtes of exposure to election

propaganda as the 1970 campaign wore on in time, It so. happened thrct one

of our exposure variables'did allow us to get inside the campaign, as it"

Were, in terms of such a time .dimension: our measure of'the number of party

Eason, which-had been compiled from questions asked in the post-

election intrview ,ibout each program individually. Table 3 shows that the

rate of exposure of the contingent Labor supporters to the very first Labor

. broadcast of the campaign was nearly as high, as that of the .consistent

labor suppol.hers; but thereafter, and quite against. all the viewing trends

prevalent in all other sampl:- snb-orylips, their viewing of Labor broadcasts

deelincA st-oadily until at the end of the election period it had dropped to

appro7inal:oly hrlf the: levcd attained by the consistent 11.6..bor voters.

Table 8 about here

Then, as a further check on the voting propensities of various youth

sample sub-grups, including the contingent Labor abstainers, we looked at

the longer-term (18-month) deVelopment of their party preferences ,(drawing

on follow-up interviews with the respondents in autumn 1971). The results.

which are presented in Table 9, do tend to single out the contingent Labor

electors as individuals who could have been more interested in partiCipation

throughout their political careers had not the 1970 campaignput them off".

It can be seen that many members of the contingent Labor sub-group had

reverted to their oriainrl stands at the time of the third interview, only

five per cent having been unable to declare a party preference. In contrast

to this readiness to snap back to their first round loyalties, the ex-

Conservatives proved quite unstable, only 29 per cent having returned to

the airy fold, and as many as'33 per cent having become "don't know's"

when asked about their party affiliations.
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Table 9 about here

The adoption of path analysis has opened up yet another level where.

researchers should be alert to the possible existence of distinctions

between diverse communication roles. In fact the evidence from this part'

of the study, though not strong_ in_the power of the reported associations-

and certainly needing much replication, seemed to ide-Itify three relatively

illsLinctroutes along which the forces making for participation or

among young; people might gather momentum.

One such path linked together. some of the elements that could be said

to favor, a relatively informed and competent style of participation. it

Mainly develops cognitive orientations to politics, its e-,:pest roots

.originate in stratification distinctions, which correlate highly with:

knowledge, leading in turn to communication behaviors that stimulate

participation. But stratification variables did not monopolise this

avenue's point of deParture; the tendency for men and the over-218 to be

better informed also associated sex and age with it. The mass media nay

Occupy more of the center of this stream than do interpersonal communication

sources.

A second type of path stemmed from situations where a circulation of

political materials, leading seemingly to more affective attnchments to the

political system, is naturally encouraged. According to our evidence, the

family circle plays a central part in blazing this particular trail. Thus,

despite the irrelevance of the parental family's political background to

turnout In a direct sense, it was found that the products of the more

politically minded households had a) engaged more -often in family

discussion about the election (itself a powerful force for p2rticipation)

and b) cared more about its outcome, a disposition which was also tied in,

in turn, both with family discussion and with electoral turnout more
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directly. Also associted with this set of forces w.-1E-n7trital staLlir,

which encouraged the married voters to talk about the electinn more oten

nd so to go to the polls at the end of the camnAgn.

A third path towards politic -.1 activity proved. 1:xth,r

our results did little more than suggest its existence without identifying

rany of its components. Nevertheless, in addition-to certain cognitive and

affective avenues to participation, there seems to- be a route which builds.

more on a sense of civic obligation. Represented in our study by the

influence on turnout of electors' acceptanC6 of a duty to vote, this

appeared to be 7.1most a "free-floating" factor, neither stronF;ly dependent

on specific background variables inside the youth sample, nor mediated in

its impact on voting by communication variables. It was simply there in

the outlook of some electors, and when it was.present it ftvored' partici-

pation.- There are some signs, however, that it develops strongly in

association with adv:lncing age35 -end that it appeals more often to women

th...n to men.

In relation to all this an issue of external validity may be raised:

how far. can the outcomes of a study of one election in a particular nation,

and in a single city of that nation at th.:1-t, be generalized to other

election situ-tions in other countries? To this-question three related

responses seem appropriate. First, there iS.n.n impressive amount of in-

study replication in the results. Communication factors,. though

differentially operative, were nevertheless-definitely involved in turnout

developtmts among sever11 different sub-groupS in the Leeds youth sample.

second, the significance of the findings inheres less in the details of

their configuration than in the fact that they embraced so many different

modes of communication influence. If turnout is not entirely deternined

by the operation of prior dispositions, then scope is afforded for

quantitative, relational -ald qualitative comuunication forces to affect
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participation rates as well -.in which. case efforts to trace their influence

in othersituations should"prove'worthwhile. Thus, third, doubts aT)out

generalizability can in the end be resolved only by replications .1sewhere

From this point of view we look forwaa'd to the eventual publication of

findings from on-going Studies of the reactions of young American votrs to

the 1972 Presidential election campaign-currently. being conducted at the

Universities of Wisconsin.and.Denver.

What guidelines, if any, might be draw% from the results of the Leeds

study for the conduct of future research in the political Communication

field?

Methodologicr%lly, they support some of the tendencies that were

associated. in the opening section of this paper-:with the "now look" in

political communication research. They illustrate the value of panel

designs, in which campaign effects can be separated from pre-cmpaign

influences, sensitive causal relationships between different types 'of

variables can be .traced, and key factors can be ordered by the passage of

time. They confirm the need for multivariate analysis, so Many variables'

having been initially related to turnout at the zero-order level of

correlation.. So far as the criterion of effect, the dependent \nriable of

turnout, is concerned, the path analyses suggest that even this seemingly

simple and readily identifiable act of going to the polls may bo regarded

as r. form of multi-faceted behavior: vie may be dealing with "informed

turnout", "concerned turnout" and "obligatory turnout", as it were. The

results also underwrite the need to refine our independent variabie

measures of exposure to political communication. Gross measures of total

amount of exposure, or of the number of media used would certainly have

been too crude to capture the many interacting forces that operated on our

samples. In the future additional refinements could be sought along the

lines of: examining the role of the gratifications that underlie political
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communication use; tal-ing more account of the heterogeneity/homogeneity of

interpersonal communication situations; and looking into the content of

such forms of bommunication.

.Some.substantive implic7.tions of the Leeds research derive from throe

overallpatterns in the findings. First, C. developmental meaning inheres in

the youth/adult difference over the relative importance for turnout of

feelings about the political system at large and 'of attitudes to specific

parties. Previous. political behavior research hadalready suggested that

"adolescents and young adults h.we not yet acquired the relatively .durable

partisan attachments ,:lore characteristic of mature personsu.36 :Perh.pS a

further iMplicationof our evidence is that many young people clay first

'develop a sufficiently positive,attichment to the politicAl system to feel

that, for example, elections are worth bothering ',.bout and voting m-.kes

sense. Socialization to specific party loyalties, however, is more of a

life-long process and may start to yield more entrenched attitudes after

the individual has cast his first:vote. As this process continues, then,

and people grow older, party attitudes gradually take over from system

d-jspositions as more effective determinants of electoral participation.

However, we still know little about the communication forces that are

involved in this developmental sequence.

Another pattern in the evidence sounds a warning against relying

exclusively on stratification factors when explaining communication

behavior and its political consequ6nces. ,lthough social class distinctions

undoubtedly distribute differential opportunities to citizens to become-.

effectively active in, politics, several other factors (marital status, sex,

age, membership of a fraily circle in which some interest in politics is

shown) may also favor attention to political communications and a readiness

to become involved in civic aff-sirs. If class hOrizontally stratifies

people into graduated ranks according to the adequacy of their preparation
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for competent participation, a number of other forces also impinge on the

same individuals, as if from a vertical an-le somewhat dilating the effects

of stratification on their relationShips to the political system. Perhaps

these other forces are most likely to be galvanized at election.time.

This susgests that the rhythn of the: political calendar has temporal

implications of some importance. That is, election campaigns may be

regarded not only as influential political events but alsoeas distinctive

communication events. CoMpared with the usual out-of-election period, the

mass media transmit more political messages to their audiences at election

time. More people are reached' by political communications, in some cases

against the grain of their initial dispositions. There are more stimuli.

to interpersonal discussion, and more numerous and purposive connections .

are forged between the mass media--and face -to -face communication channels.

It is as if an election campaign generates motivations, behaviors and

processes of information acquisition that are less common at other times.

It follows that the campaign is probably a particularly formative occasion

for the politic2.11y less involved sector of the electorate,

Finally, the results of the Leeds study provoke many unanswered

questions about p6litical communication processes which could profitably

be explored in detail as the field develops:

1) Does interpersonal and mass communication per se lead to turnout or

is there an interaction with direction, of content? The press cross-

pressure result suggests the latter, but how far would tendency be

generalizabl.e to other, communication sources, such- -as television, the family

environment and friendship circles? .Is there in fact, a mechanism of

selective exposure which operates for certain individuals across diverse

communie7.tion channels, and, if so, does n high degree of such. selectivity

have any bearing on particinaUon?
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2) Communication sources at odds with the individual's prior party

preference were conceptualized in this study as cross-pressures. How do

such communication cross pressures operate in relation to others to which

the individual may be exposed: Are they uniquely effective regardless of

other conditions, or does- the presence of at leaSt one congruent source

render incongruent ones iffpotent?

3) '..rhy does family discussion act so powerfully to uphold election

Participation? Is the family the sort of group in which members develop

a sense of joint responsibility and a shared decision to vote? Is it an

arena of cognitive build-up leading to more pn.rticip-,tion? Does it. offer

a circle in which people c.ua be more free to express their political

emotions, thus generating an affect for particip:tion?37 Or is its

characteristic political homogeneity the trait that chiefly, :.elps to:

sustain turnout?

4) In the impact. of mass 'communication-on turnout, what part is played,

respectively, by exposure that is deliberately motivated by. political

concerns, and by more incidental exposure stemming largely from either

usual media, use habits or availability factors? Insofar-as incidental

exposure is involved, does it lead to more informed. turnout (knowledge gain

allied to voting) or just direCtly to voting of a poSsibly less competent,

kind? The question has policy implications for in Britain, deSpite the

dislike of many viewers and producers, the availability of party broadcasts

is maximized by their simultaneous transmission on all available television

channels.

5) Why Was there a surplus in the Leeds 1970 samples of shifts'nway

,frem participation over shifts towards it? Regarded from the standpoint

. . .

of this question, the result's of this study are open to-two interpretations.

On the one:hand, they may be regarded as a "one-off" outcome of the 1970

campaign as,such.lpSome elections, it might be said, are more inspiring or
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more dispiriting than others; 7,nd BritainTs 1970 exercise simply happened

to be one of the more dreary ones. On .the other hand, in light of the

known movements of gross turnout rates since the end of the war, it is

tempting to discern the inflUence in the finding's of some secular trends

that may be helping. to restructure either the political communication system

itself or the way in which political messages transmitted through it are

received. 38 Of course data from a single election study cannot resolve such

an issue, Nevertheless, two factors have been identified in our analyses

which 2ight help to determine whether electors at one time would be prepared

,;o to the polls in the same numbers as on previous occasions. First, we

can say that.there is likely to be loss participation when prior political

system dispositions are less positive. This observation would hypothetically

associate falling turnout rates with trend data suggesting that many

political institutions in certain Western deMocracies are less esteemed by

citizens nowadays than they used to be. Second, the discovery that

"communication matters" for turnout suggests that election participation

will falter if there is diminishing respect for political communication

as such, diluting and inhibiting the mobilizing boost that it could other-

wise administer. Table 10 preSents some evidence on this point from

British national 'samples contacted orip:inally by the audience Research

Department of the BBC. . This shows that over four successive General

Elections between 1959 and 1970 there has been a distinct downward tl'end in

popular appreci-,tions of.party broadcasts, possibly the prime vehicle.f

political propaganda in British campaigns.

-Table 10. about liere

nall this is it far-fetched to discern the emergent outlines of what.

aisht be termed a "post-industrial" political communication system?
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TABLE 1

Pre-campaign Voting Intention and Post-election Voting Report in the

1970 General Election, Lees Young Adult and Older Adult Samples

Party

Younc. Adults

Pre-
campaign
Intent

0,
0

Post-
election
Report

ci
/0

Net
Change

Labor

Conservative

Liberal

Don't know,
no vote

Total

48

28

9

15

100

4o

26

8

26

. 100

-8

-2

+11

Older Adults

Pre- Post-
campaign election Net
Intent Report Change

% %

42 37

40 40

9 4 -5

9 19 +10

100 100

(N) (494)°' (176)a

aIndividuals unwilling to :answer questions about vote intention nnd vote
were omitted from these end subsequent tables.
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Voting Patterns Formed by Pre-campaign Intent and Post-election Report

in the 1970 General Election, Leeds Young Adult and Older :adult Samples

Pre - campaign
Vote

Intention?

Post-election
Report

.1s Voted?

Voting
Pattern

Young
Adults

56

Older
.dulls
%

Yes .Yes Consistent Voters a 58 71

Yes, Yes. Switching Voters 8 6

No Yes Late Deciders 8 4

Yes No Contingent ::estainers 18 14

No No Consistent 21pstainers 8 5

Total .100 100

(N) (494) (176)

a Both groups stated an intention in the. pre-campaign inervieW and

reported voting in the post-election survey; however Consistent

Voters reported voting for the party originally chosen while the

Switching Voters voted for a different party.
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Levels of Various Fredictor Variables by Voting Patterns, Leeds

Young Adult Sample (as Percentages)a

Voting Pattern

Predictor Variable
Consistrt Switchilig Late Contingentl, Consistent
Voters- Voters- Deciders :abstainers- :_bstainers

A.Parental Characteristics

1.Parental interest, political
at least fairly 74. 72 76 72 81.

P.Parental party preference
with party 83 79 54. 77 58

B. Structural Variables

1.Father's.occupation
non-manual. 46

1.Own occupation
44

i

30 25 42.

non-manual 62 .66 78 38 58
1.School-leaving age

16 or later 58 60 73 39 42
2.Sox

meri 48 33 46 58 39
2.arital status

married 32 , 42 14 28 . 25
2.-ge

over 21 42. 40 32 5o 38

CI.Political System Dispositions

a.Duty to vote
fLI.,JI a duty 47

c.Interest in politics
at least fairly 76

d.caring about outcome
at least somewhat 80

c,Notiviition to follow campaign

37

60

47

-24

57

51

'18

.43

, )9

6

14

11

. . strong 43
e.:atruism of politicians

48 .32,

.

-21 6

try to serve community 52
e.Efficacy of elections

at least some 59
e.Effect of lowering voting age

has effect on politicians 73
e.,ttention to campaign arguments

should pay at least some 35

42

60

65

88

43

: 32

76

81

30

43

71

82

22

38

39

78

C4. Customary Media Use

a.:Jeight of viewing
light or moderate 73

b.Frequency of newspaper reading
daily 65

70

65

81

49

6o

53

76

32

cont...
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Voting Pattern

Predictor Variable
rpnsistent Switching

0VoterVoters?-
Late Contingent, Consistent

Deciders Lbstaiilers- Abstainers

D.Cross-pressure Variables

1.Press
not reading opposition 67 c 44

2.Political contacts
without aissent 51 16 c 34

3.Constituency
living in own party const. 68 56 c 52

E.Campaign Exposure Variables

la.Party broadcasts seen.
at least one 80 81 62 70 46

1 c .Ttlevision news
4 or more days per week 49 40 27 24 11

2a.Family discussion
at least occasionally 67 50 51 33 23

2b.Friends discussion .

at least occasionally 75 81 81 62 46

2c.Other discussion
at least occasionally 78. 29 83 64 49

-1,".ampaign Issue Change

1.Taxes
net change (in very important)+7
Important) +7 +9 5 +19 +11

2, Standard of living
net change -1 +9 +8 .+19. 0

3,I'rices

net change +8 +5 +3 +15. +23

G.Campaicn Reaction

2.Npticing of promises by winner
noticed 83 79 83 78 64

3.:::trength of economy
at least fairly strong 72 53 68 54 57

(N) (220) (43) (37) (86) (37)

Only those predictor variables capable of being represented,in terms of
percentages are shown here; nine other variables are included in subsequent
analyses.

b These patterns include only those choosing the Labor and Conservative pirties in
the pre-campaign interviews; Liberal party intenders have been. eliminated from
these analyses because of the small numbert involved.

c Cross-pressure variables are not relevant to these respondents.
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Proportion of Total Variance in Vote Turnout :,cco,anted for by Grouped and

Individual Variables by Pre-campaign Vote Intention, Leeds Young :dult Sample

Predictor Variable Type

;..Parenta l. Political Ch7xacteristics (2)b

B.Structural Variables (6)

1.Str,%tification (3)

2.0ther: sex, marital -status, age (3)

C.Dispositional Variables

1.Po1iticr1 System Dispositions (10)

a.Duty to vote (1)

b.PoliticaL,knowledge (1)

c.Interest in politics

d.Caring about election outcome. (1)

e.Other political.dispositions (6)

2.Party Variables (2)

3.Prior Issue Orientations (3)

4.CustomarT i,ledia Use (2)

a. :eight of TV viewing (light)(1)

b.:'requency of newspaper reading (1)

D.Cros-pressure Variables (3)

1.Press: opposition paper (1)

contacts: dissenting (1)

3.Constituency: opposition (1)

E.Campaign Exposure Variables

1.Mass Media (3)

a.Party broadcasts seen (1)

b.Press election reading (1).

c.Televiaion news (1) 4.2
** **

2.Interperspnal (3) 6.2 13.3

a.Family 4.1 11.6

b.Friends (1) - 1.0

c.Other (1) 2.1 0.7

Pre-campaign Vote Intentiona

Labor Conservative
5,12

3.2

1.5

o.6

17.4
1.9

0.0

19.3

4*
11.8 16.8

2.5' 3.2

1.3 5.7

1.4 1.2

4.3 2.4

.2.3 4.3

0.2 1.4

0.7

0.9 3.8

0.3. 2.4

0.6 1.4

2.7 6.o

6.o
2.6

0.1

3.2 4.5

2.8 .0.3

0.4 -

cont...:
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Predictor Variable Type

Pre-campaign Vote Intentiona

Labor Conservative

70
%

F.C-,mpaign Issue Change (3)

G.Post-election = assessments (3)

1.Campaign reaction. score (1)

2.Noted Conservative promises (1)

3.Strength of the economy (1)

Total...,ccounted For

(N)

2.3

0.2

2.9

2.0 1.2

0.4

0.3

0.1

37.7 67.4

(215) (128).

a Table includes only young adult respondents choosing Labor or Conservative

Parties in the pre-campaign interview. Liberal. party intenders were

excluded because.of the small numbers involved.

b Numbers in brackets indicate how many individual variables 'have been

* *

included in the particular category.

proportion of variance accounted for is significant at the .05 level for

this pxoup of variables.

proportion of variance accounted for is significant at the .01 level for

this croup of variables.



T:,BLE 5

Proportion of Total Variance in Vote Turnout 2-..ccounted

for by Communication Variables by Pre-CaMpaign

Vote Intention, Leeds Young .Ldult Sample

Pre-Caripaign Tote Intention

Labor Conservative

C4, ,Media Predispositions (2) 0.9 3.8

D1. Press Cross-pressures (1) 6.0

D2. Political Contacts Cross-Pressures (1) 2.6

El. Campaign Exposure Mass Media (3) 3.2 4.5

E2. Campaign Exposure Interpersonal (3) 6.2 13.3

12.9 27.6



T:.1.-3LE

Proportion of Variance 'in Turnout of Pre-campaign

Vote Intenders, Accounted fOr by Grouped

Variables: LekAl. Your -cad Older __cult Samples Compared.

Adults

0.9

10.8

Predictor Variable Type Young

Sample

Adults Older

c
/) /0

0.2

4.7

A.Parental Political Characteristics (2)

B,StruCtural Variables (6)

1.3tratification (3) 3.5 2.2

2.0ther: sex, marital status, age (3) 1.2 8.6

C.Dispositional Variables

1.Political System Dispositions (lo) 13.0 3.6

2.Party variables..(2) 0.3 3.0

3.Prior Issue Orientations (3) 0.6 5.1

4.Customary Media Use (2) 1.5 0.1

D.Cross-pressure Variables (3) 2.4 1.3

E.Campaign Exposure Variables (6) 9.6 3.9

1.Y.ass Media (3) 2.9 1.6

2.Interpersona1 (3) 6.7 2.3

F.Campaign Issue Change (3) 1.7. 0.2

C.I.ost-Election :'-ssessments (3) 1.6 0.1

Total Accounted For 35.6 29.0

(N) (343) (130)



TABLE 7

Pre-campaign Vote intenders and Non-intenders Comparison: Proportion of Varianee

Accounted for by Grouped and Individual Variables, Leeds Young :,dult 3ariple

Predictor Variable Typeb

Vote

Pre-campairm. ReiDorta

Intenders Non-vote Intenders

5so

_.Parental Political Characteristics (2)c 0.2 1.1

B.Structural Variables (6) 4.7 0.8

1.Stratification 3.5 0.8

2.0ther: sex, marial status, age (3) 1.2

C.Dispositional Variables

1.Political System Dispositions (10) 13.0 38.9

a.Dutyto vote (1) 2.9 3.5

b.Dolitical knowledge (1) 2.3

c.Interest it politics (1) 1.6 10.7

d.Caring about election outcome (1) 3.7 9.0

e.Other political dispositions (6) 2.5 15.7

2.PartyVariables (2) 0.2 6.9
3.PriOr Issue Orintatiens (3) 0.6 1.1

4.Customary iedia Use 0.1 o.4

a.YeiL;ht of TV viewing (1) 0.2

b.Frequancy'of newspaper reading(1) 0.1 0.2

E.Campaign Exposure Variables

1.Mass Media 2.9 9.2

a.Party broadcasts seen (1) 1.6 3.7

b.Press electionreading (1) 5.2

c.Television news (1) 1.3 0.3

2.interperson:11 (3) 4.2

a.Family (1) 5.7 1,2

b.Fricnds (1) 3.0

c,Othor (1) 1.0

F.Campaign.Issue Change (3) 1.7 6.6

cont



TZ3LE 7 (contd.)

Predictor Variable Type
b

Pre-camnaiEl!
Vote Intenders Non-vote Intenders

% 01- 07-
/0

G.Post-election :ssrssments (3). 1s9 4.8

1.Campaign reaction. scores (1). 0.9 2.3

2.Noted Conservative promises (1) 0.3 1.2

3.Strength of the economy (1) 0.7 1.3

Total Variance 2,ccounted For

(N)

32.0 74.0

(343) (73)

a The vote intenders include those young adult respondents who chose either ,

the tabor or Conservative parties in the pre-c-mpaign interview; the vote

turnout for them is between those who remained voters and those who

abstained on election day. Non-vote intenders are young respondents who

had no party-choice in the pre-campaign interview; for them the comparison

is between the late deciders who voted on election day and the, consistent

b Since the cross-pressure variables were not relevant to the non-intenders,

they have not been included-in.this table for either sub-sample.

c Numbers in brackets indlc te how many individual variables have been

included in the particular category.



Tj,BLE 8

Order of Party Election BroadcstS Viewed during Campaign by Consistent

and 'Contingent Major Party Sup'2orters,

Young Adult Sample

.Broadcasts in Whole Consistent . Contingent Consistent Contingent
Order of Sample Conservatives Conservatives Labor Labor

Transmission % %

Labor 1 35 42 29 . 43 36

2 25 27 10 29 24

3 3o: 28 '26 34 15

4 32 36 16 4o 22

5, 39 44 23 41 18

Con. 1 -36 45 19 33 16

2 17 30 3 , 18 9

3 26 41 13 26 16

4 38 48 19 44 20

5 3? 6o 26 43 33

Lib. 1 24 26. 6; 33 26
1.-

2 19 23 19 22 11

3 35 34 29 4o 24



T:,BLE 9

Party Preferences of Youth Sample Nembers, :utumn 1971,

by 1970 Campaign Developments from Voting Intent to Reported Vote

1970 Campaign
Developments

1971 Party Preferefteesa

Conservative Icbor Liberal.
Don't know/

None
Td

Consistent Conservatives:' 73 15 3 , -9 78

Consistent Labor 5 87 2 7 131

Consistentaberal 5 10 76 10 21

Contingent Conservatives 29. '33 5 33 21

_
Contingent 14-:'.bor 13 79 3 5 38

Contingent Liberal - 25 25 50 4.

-Inter-party !Witchers 25 44 25 6 32

Late Deciders 12 32 12 44 25

Consistent :.bstainers 3 31 66 29

a
Percentages total 10036 reading from left to right



TABLE 10

2sverage Reaction Indices for P!%rty-Election Broadcasts

ofB.B.C.. Viewing Panels in Four British Elections
a

Party broad-
casts by:

R7:tings by:

Supporters Oloponents Uncommitted

1959 1964 1966 1970 1959 1964 1966 1970 1959 1964.1966 1970

Labor 74 72 67 63 '44 42 38 32 57 57 48 44.

Conservative 73 66 65 65 45 38 38 34 55 53 48 41

Liberal 69 71. 66 60 51 53 50 42 55 58 55 47

a Reaction indices .are..calculated from the panel members' use of a rating
scale and range from 0 to 100.

The data above .have been abstracted from four separate reports prepared
after each election campaign by the Audience Research Department of the
BBC, on the basis Of .questionnaires completed by members of its Viewing
and Listening Panels..
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Summary of Measures Used as Predictors

of Turnout, Leeds Young and Older amplos

Predictor Variable Type How Measured

Parental Political Characteristics

1. Parental interest in politics Very, fairly, not much interested

2. Parents' parties One parent with preference or not

B. Structural Variables

1. Stratification

a. Father's occupation

b. Own occupation

c. School leaving age

2. Other

a. Sex

ID. Marital status

c.

0.1. Political System Dispositions

Non-manual or anual

Non-Manual and. student or manual

15, 16, 17+

Male or female

Yiarried or single/widowed/divorced

Continuum: 18-24

a. Duty to vote "You should vote only if you want to
or "Everybody has a duty to vote"

b. Political knowledge Score 0-9 for correct answers to
questions on party politicians and
policies and on political. concepts

c. Interest in politics Very, fairly,. not much

d. Caring about election outcome Care who wins great deal 'somewhat,
not very much

e. -ltruism of politicians "Nast politicians zre out to serve
the community" or ,.re "more outfor.
themselves".

e. Motivation to follow c7Impaign Index of no. of reasons for watching
party. broadcasts. endorsed to no. of
reasons for avoiding them endorsed:
strong, medium, weak.

e. Efficacy of.elections Give ordinary people big say, some
say, little say in how country is
run.

e. Effect of lowering voting age Will make polit_i.cians pay more attention
to young people's views or not.

e. =Ittention to campaign Voters should pay a lot, some or
--arguments little/no attention.



:ype

2. Trty :

a. t'-itulc to own 2-arty

...Y:itude to own leader

7 rior Issue Orient,.tions

7.nd butter

:ocinl welf-re issues

c. I.w -113 order issues

4. ::untan--37- Ijse

uir-ht of '2V viewinr;

rei,...lency of newsp!-.per

re.

,:ros V-ri-thles

1. iroLs

2. Jolitical contacts

.;onstituency

,x-cosure Vari-.bles

1. ,ass Eedia

a. Farty broJc-tsts

:otal of of iiv
7fr: 1.. oct7,ra' for ni.xt

o tacklo.

to

of Ulre: pasiiv.:2 ::12cativ

s trot try. of ;,-xtc.

to ;-21 on ce::antic

of
f-..ctor I

str-.i7:1tforward, likf:111.,, warm.

core 4.:T to 4-12 for rer]in:.; as v,,ry

L.:.portant 7-Lo':iateC, in chir:tcr

prir:es, jobs,
1C-.r' service, nc1:7-.r war.

7core to +8 or clustered i::cues
of: educational op::ort.....nity,

spendin, improving race
rel-tioras, 1 spndin3.

:core +4 to 8 for cl-Astered i=lcs
of: c-pit.,.1 punishmont,

strikes, st;ident demon5tr-.tions,
colored im!A:71-.7.tion.

::en7y or not, ':'.ased on :Jr of
w .ck of hours

r nit usunlly watch

somf or none, on
of days ..:::u7.11y rear?.

Only read. opoition :arer, read no
party -inper or re. (I rapom of both
sides, oraly rend own pcper.

crosc-prLL3surcs if a parent or
spouse support opposin:; parY -.n0. if
12-:ve orposition friend(c) without
sup:)ortin: onc(s)

..sides in corctit-ency won
opposition

:To. of party broadcasts seen of 14.



.reCActor Type

:1;:ction news reding

c. jelevi!;ion news

2. Interpersonal

n.

c. ..thers

Z. '.'ampni::n -.7.hnnr7,e

1. :-:.xes

2. tnn:1-rd of living

7 ricas

G. Tost-election -ssecnments

1. t:amp-.1.':n re-.ction score

::oted :onservative promises

trencth of the economy

::core 0-6 '2nced on frecnc:-
o. ren.A.n7 of cz.paiJ3n stories anci
n.molInt of -.ttention

"vera:c no. of ri_n (.7 -lin:: 1:,..ws

'fl:_uency 01 we. kly t-.1k . 1, ctio..

with fnmil: nem:,rs: oftch,

tines, occnr3ionrily,

Lnlk wit'. fricnc'.n.

.core 3-2 for ,-,ntions of 1Jction
'izeu.;sion wit; worknntcs/sehooLl-.t.n
or neit7h',ors.

imort :t ;post /not pre, no

121-0/ch.s.n:e, or rf.2-

not cost.

I.LA:ove

.s

.]:,core C,-24 t.::.kin:17 account of how

felt -.bout five necntive nnd three
positive st-,tements -A,out
cnmpaicn bel:avior: felt stron:ly,
crossed mind, never occurred to mo.

Consider win:linr: party had made 'firm
promises durins the c-ImpaiLn, which
it is now comitted to carryin out'.

Very stron, fnirly stron:.:, rnt7:r
weak, very weak.

a For the late decision analysis, party variables were measured by sub-
tracting the score for one side from that of the other.


